Analysis of CD36 expression on human monocytic cells and atherosclerotic tissue sections with quantum dots: investigation by flow cytometry and spectral imaging microscopy.
To demonstrate CD36 expression with quantum dots (QDs) 525 and/or 605 on human monocytic U937 cells and atherosclerotic tissue sections by means of flow cytometry (FCM) and/or confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM). U937 cells and tissue sections were analyzed by means of FCM and/or CLSM. FCM was performed, using different ultraviolet (UV) and visible (488/532 nm) excitation modes. In the visible mode, fluorescence intensities of QDs, phycoerythrin (PE) and fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) were compared. Three-dimensional (3-D) sequences of images were obtained by spectral analysis in a CLSM and analyzed by the factor analysis of medical image sequences (FAMIS) algorithm, providing factor curves and images. Factor images are the result of the FAMIS image processing method, which differentiates emission spectra from 3D sequences of images. In CLSM analysis, preparations are screened in a UV excitation mode to optimize the possibilities of QDs and have the benefit of 4',6-diamino-2-phenylindole or Hoechst 33342 counterstaining of nuclei. FCM and CLSM revealed CD36 expression by means of QDs 525 and/or 605. Fluorescence intensity of PE and of FITC was higher than that of QDs 525 and of 605. As factor curves and images show the red emission of QDs 605 only, subsequent reliable identification and localization of CD36 was obtained. QDs 525 and 605 are useful to analyze antigenic expression. Following FCM, which is well adapted to detect fluorescence emission of QDs in the UV or visible excitation mode, CLSM and subsequent spectral analysis assess more specific characterization of QD fluorescent emissions.